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Abstract

Online student assessment features in many distance-learning programs. The prevention of
plagiarism has been subject of much attention, but insufficient attention has been given to
other problems of dishonesty in online assessment. We survey the types of problems that
can occur and what can be done about them. In general, we believe educators are too
unaware and/or deliberately oblivious to these problems, and most countermeasures
proposed are insufficient.
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An analysis of electronic commerce acquisition systems : comparison of a
new pure electronic purchasing and exchange system (electronic
storefront) and other legacy on-line purchasing systems
Rowe, Arthur T. (Monterey, California. Naval Postgraduate School, 2002-12);
This research will evaluate purchasing problems and issues in current on-line
contracting/procurement programs including GSA Advantage, DoD E-Mall, and other
current on-line purchasing programs as they relate to contracting ...

Methods for digital simulation of military conflict situations
Johnson, James E. (Monterey, California. U.S. Naval Postgraduate School, 1965);
Digital computers are used in several ways to simulate military situations. Three types of
these simulations are examined: an off-line simulation using a special simulation language
(MILITRAN), a very similar off-line ...

Time-sharing task control for a hybrid computer simulation laboratory
Dietzler, Andrew John (Monterey, California. U.S. Naval Postgraduate School, 1969-04);
The study of time sharing systems parameters and design is undertaken. Online and hybrid
simulation programmer's demands for interactive digital computing time are time inefficient
for modern high speed computers, hence ...
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